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In the middle of World War II, Nazi military intelligence discovered a seemingly easy way to win the war for
Adolf Hitler. The three heads of the Allied forces Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Josef Stalin
were planning to meet in Tehran in October, 1943. Under Hitlers personal direction, the Nazis launched

"Operation Long Jump," an intricate plan to track the Allied leaders in Tehran and assassinate all three men at
the same time. "I suppose it would make a pretty good haul if they could get all three of us," Roosevelt later
said. Historian Bill Yenne retells the incredible, globe-spanning story of the most ambitious assassination plot

ever thwarted in Operation Long Jump.

Under Hitlers personal direction the Nazis launched Operation Long Jump an intricate plan to track the Allied
leaders in Tehran and assassinate all three men at the same time. Autumn 1943 On the Eastern Front the

Germans have been forced onto the defensive.
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In 1947 Admiral Richard E. Yenne is an important milestone which sparks an interest with the military
history buffs and researchers about this almost forgotten episode of WW II. Kjøp boken Operation Long Jump
av Bill Yenne ISBN 9781621573463 hos Adlibris.com. In the middle of World War II Nazi. As usual Mr. Af
Bill Yenne 2015. Author Bill Yenne. alleged WWII military plan. A Soviet film. Få Operation Long Jump af
Bill Yenne som bog på engelsk 9781621573463 Bøger rummer alle sider af livet. In the middle of World War
II Nazi military intelligence discovered a seemingly easy way to win the war for Adolf Hitler. Highjump was

a significant illustration of the state of the world and the cold war thinking at the time.
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